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A necessary and sufficient condition for the antiderivative of a local dSerentia1 
operator to be local is derived. A formula is given which explicitly exhibits the 
antiderivative as a local operator when this condition is met. The analogous 
problem for local vector differential operators is treated. A decomposition of an 
arbitrary local differential operator in terms of the derivative of a local operator 
and the gradient of a functional is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F denote a Cw function from R n+2 to RI. An operator 9 from Corn(R) 
to Corn(R) of the form (fly) (x) = F(x, y(x), y’(x),..., y((“)(x)), where Com(Rn) = 
the space of compactly supported infinitely differentiable functions, is called a 
local differential operator (local operator for short). Such an operator may be 
differentiated to yield another local operator, and we use the notation 
(dF/dx) (y) = (dF(y)/dx) = G(x, y(x), y’(x),..., yfn+l)(x)), where G = F, + 
FVY’ + . . . +F~)yW+l,o A 1 ocal operator can always be antidifferentiated since 
for any real number a 
But in general 9 is not the derivative of a local operator since 6’ may be nonlocal. 
The objective of this paper is to derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
local operator to be the derivative of a local differential operator and to derive a 
convenient formula for the antiderivative. 
In a recent paper [l], antiderivatives of polynomials on a differential ring are 
studied by purely algebraic methods. In contrast the methods given here are 
analytic, and while arbitrary rings are not treated we do obtain results for opera- 
tors with Cm dependence on the variable. Also, the problem of finding anti- 
divergences of local operators from Com(Rn) to Com(Rn) is considered. 
One application of these results is to the inverse problem of the calculus of 
variations, namely, given a prescribed operator, when is it the gradient of a 
functional (called the potential) and how does one construct the functional 
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(see [2-71) ?We show that every local operator 9 can be uniquely decomposed 
into a sum 9 = 9i + *a, where 9i is derivable from a potential and the 
operator y -yga is the derivative of a local operator. Our results on anti- 
differentiation should also prove useful in the study of nonpolynomial conserva- 
tion laws for partial differential equations. 
2. ANTIDERIVATIVES OF LOCAL OPERATORS 
In this section, we find conditions on a local differential operator (henceforth 
called a local operator) which insure that it is the derivative of a local operator. 
First we need some results about Gateau derivatives. 
DEFINITION. Let J: V--+ R where V is a real vector space. If y, h E V and 
limw-o(J[Y + 4 - J[Yl)/ s exists, then we say that J is Gateau differentiable 
at y in the direction h and we call this limit the Gateau derivative, which we 
write as Sl[y, h]. 
THEOREM 2.1 (see [2.3]). Let J: V -+ R be Gateau differentiable at each 
y E V in the direction y and have the property that SJ[ty, y] is continuous in t for 
each fixed y. Then 
Jr1 = JPI + IO1 SJ[ty, ~1 dt. (1) 
Let n be a positive integer, F: Rn+2 -+ R have continuous partial derivatives 
of all orders with F(x, 0 ,..., 0) = 0, and 
JJYI = j’ F(t, y(t), y’(t),..., y’“‘(t)) & 
-co 
J[yl =’ i-1 W, y(t), Y’W.., Y’W) & where y E V 1 Corn(R). 
We now derive explicit formulas for SJJy, h] and SJ[y, h]. It is convenient to 
introduce the following notation: 
Y(x) = (Y(X), y’(x),..., Y’“‘(X)), 
Fib> T(x)) = -$ (~9 Nx))> i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n
D, = dldx, D, = djdt, 
SJ sr (t, T(t)) = go (-Dt)iF& Y(t)), 
4(x, Y(x)) = f (-DzJ* Fk+i+l(x, W>. 
k=O 
409/62/3-3 
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Then we have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.2. 
(2) 
(3) 
Proof. These formulas follow from the definitions and integration by parts. 
We will now use formulas (1) and (2) to determine when a local operator has a 
local antiderivative Uy(x) = G(x, y(x)). U is given by Uy(x) = Fo? Ty(t) dt 
(4); however, this formula does not explicitly exhibit G, thus giving U the 
appearance of a nonlocal operator. By transforming the integral in (4) into a line 
integral over function space we will obtain a formula for G. It is clear that an 
operator T: V + V is the derivative of at most one operator U: V + V. Consider 
the local operator Ty(x) = F(x, y(x)). W e wish to determine when T has a local 
antiderivative. Without loss of generality, we may assume that F(x, 6) E 0 where 
6 = (0,O ,..., 0). Next we state 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T: V -+ V be a local operator defined by Ty(x) = F(x, j?(x)) 
and let J[y] = J-To F(x, y(x)) dx. Th en T is the derivative of a local operator 
U: V -+ V ifJ 6 J/Sy E 0. In this case, Uy(x) = G(x, T(x)), where 
G(x, f(x)) = j-’ f &(x, t3(x)) Y(~)(X) dt. 
0 i-0 
Proof. It is clear that if T is the derivative of a local operator, 6 J/Sy E 0. 
Suppose 8 J/Sy = 0. Then using (2) in (1) we obtain 
Jcdrl = l1 go &(xs t5W Wx) dt 
= G&(x)) = Uy(x). 
Thus Ty(x) = (d/dx) (Uy) (x) and .!7z V+ V. 
3. ANTIDIVERGENCES OF LOCAL OPERATORS 
Now we extend our previous results to higher dimensions. Let Vk = Coa(Rk) 
and let T be a local operator on Vk such that for some integer N, Tu(x) = 
F(x, ii(x)), where u E Vk, F: RN+ R is a Cm function, and 
u’(x) = 
( 
u(x), g (4 ,..., g (4, & (4 ,...a 3) - 
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We will assume F(x, 0) = 0. We wish to know when T is the divergence of a 
local vector-valued operator U, i.e., when there are k functions GI, G2 ,..., G
mapping RN -+ R such that 
Tu(x) = V . (Vu)(x) = V * (G,(x),..., G&C)). 
It is useful to introduce the following notation: 
where 
J[u] = jBk ... j F(x, I) dx, ... dx, , 
BICpJ,+, ...J,(X, w> 
where P = 1,2 ,..., k and 1, , I,+, ,... are integers. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let JB = JBfF(x, ii(x)) dx, dx, for B an open subset of R2. 
Then 
*JB[u, hl= j-1 2 6, W) 44 Q$ dx, 
+ [ B B;l,12(~, C(x)) hz”12(x) 
Proof. 
+ fBf Don1 ( ;to J$(x, C(x)) hDz2(x)) dx, dx, . 
2 
sJBb’ h1 = fB.f .go ,jo Fw& f@)) h-z(x) &, dx, 
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and the result follows from the identity 
+ D&l L$l (7 l)fil+nz-k D”~*“.-k~~,,.,ho*k-l) 
+ Dl*o ,$ (_ l)nl-k D”‘-k~oF~~,~~hk-l’“s) . 
Now we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a local operator to be a 
divergence of a vector local operator. 
THEOREM 3.2. A local operator T: V2 + V2 g&m by Tu(x) = F(x, u”(x)) 
with F(x, 6) = 0 is the divergence of a local operator from V2 to V2 x V2 ;sf 
6 J/Su s 0, where J[u] = JRzJF(x, ii(x)) dx, dx, . If 8 J/Su = 0, then 
where 
Tu(x) = V * (G&G W), ‘%4x, W)), 
G,(x, J(x)) = [’ g f B;l,ze(~, tC(x)) u~~*~~(x) dt, 
0 z,=o z,=o 
G,(x, S(x)) = L1 z$o B;*(x, G(x)) z+‘(x) dt. 
2 
Remark. Due to the equality of mixed partial derivatives, the representation 
of T as the divergence of a vector local operator is not unique. 
Proof. It is clear by an application of the divergence theorem that if T is the 
divergence of a local operator, then 8 J/Q E 0. Suppose 6 J/Su = 0. By Theo- 
rems 2.1 and 3.1, 
+ D”*l (& Bf&x, G(x)) u”. z2(x))] dx, dx,) dt 
z.cz 
ss V . K&(x, G), 6(x, +>)I 4 dxz - B 
Since this equality holds for all open balls B, we have 
F(x, 8(x)) = V . [Gi(x, ii(x), G&x, @)]. 
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The higher-dimensional analog to this theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. A local operator T: Vk ---f V” given Tu(x) = F(x, E(x)) with 
F(x, 0) z 0 is the divergence of a local operator from T/” to 
where 
SJ V”x Vkx *-- x vi” g sF=o, 
e.-- 
k factors 
J[u] =S...~F(x,ii(x))d~,...d~,. 
If SJ/Su = 0, then 
Tub) = V * (Gdx, W), G(x, @N,... , Gc(x, fW)), 
where 
G&G U”(x)) = lo1 f, z f 
P 
*-a f, ~;p,~,,,,...,&, tiW> u”,...,o,z,....,zk(x) dt 
p+FO 1. 
for p = l,..., k. 
The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 3.2. 
4. HIGHER-ORDER ANTIDERIVATIVES 
In this section, we determine when a local operator T: V -+ V is an Y + 1st 
derivative of a local operator for Y = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be as in Section 2, 
i == 0, 1,. ., n, 
and 
Let Ty(x) = F(x, y(x)). Th en T is the r + 1st derivative of a local operator 
U: V-+ V iflSJ”/Sy E 0 for i = 0, l,..., Y.Moreover in this case T is the r + 1st 
derivative of the operator Uy(x) = G(s, y(x)) where 
G(x, B(x)) = f’ ._t-’ B&x, ty(x)) y’“‘(x) dt. 
0 k=O 
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Remark. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the r + 1st anti- 
derivative to be local are obtained for the case of a differential polynomial in [8]; 
the formula for the I + 1st antiderivative isnew. 
Proof (Necessity). We have established the case r = 0 in Theorem 2.3. 
Suppose the result is true for r - 1 and suppose that T has an Y + 1st local 
antiderivative. 
The t + 1st antiderivative is given by 
Uy(x) = L,[y] = J' (x - tyqt, y(t)) dt. 
-co 
By Theorem 2.2, 
!J k(t) dt + yT Bk,&, y”(x)) k(k’(X), 
k-0 
so by our induction hypothesis, 
%,[y, h] = j-’ F k(t) dt + ,gT &y(x, y(x)) h’“)(x). 
--m Y k=O 
Since U is local, there is a function G such that G(x, y(x)) = Uy(x) =LJy]. 
Then U,[y, h] = ~~=, G,(x, y(x)) W(X). Hence when i(x) = 6,6L,[y, h] = 0, 
and this implies that 8y/8y z 0. 
Sz@iciency. Assuming that 6 JO/Sy = 6 Jl/Sy = .a* = SJ’/Sy = 0, we have 
by (4), that 
n--l--r 
WY, hl = c Bk,T(? Y(4) hckw, 
k=O 
where L,[y] = Uy(x) = srm (x - t)rF(t, y(t)) dt. But then since L,[y] = 
JhxtY, Yl 4 
uj’(X) = 1’ ,$--, &&, ty”(X)) J”k’(X) dt, 
0 k=O 
which is clearly a local operator. Since (dz+l/dxr+l) Uy(x) = Ty(x), this estab- 
lishes the required formula for the r + 1st antiderivative. 
5. THE INVERSE PROBLEM OF THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
In this section we discuss the inverse problem of the calculus of variations 
and prove a decomposition theorem for local operators. Let J be as in Section 2. 
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The operator y -+ SJ/Sy is called the gradient of J. Let B denote the space of 
local operators on V and let Y0 denote the space of local operators possessing 
potentials. If T,, E 64, has the potential K, then 
SK[y, h] = Irn 5 [y, h] h dx 
-02 
and by Theorem 2.2, 
= Cm Toy(x) h(x) dx 
--co 
K[YI = WJI + 1’s” (TO) (4 ~64 dx dt- 0 --m 
Now we define A: 9 -+ PO by A(T) = (6/Sy) (~~~~~ T(ty) (x) y(x) dx dt). A is 
clearly a projection from 9 onto 9, . Every element of 8 can be written in a 
unique way as a sum of elements T,(= A(T)) E Ran(A) = go and T, E Ker(A). 
T, represents the amount by which T fails to possess a potential. We now 
characterize Ker(A). 
THEOREM 5.1. 
Ker(A) = {T / the operator y -+ yTy is the derivative of a local operator}. 
Proof. Let T E ker A. Then for each y E V, s E R, 
f@yl (Y) = 1’s” GWyN) 64 6~) (4 dx dt = 0. 0 --m 
Put u = st; then 
’ ss m T(uy) (x) y(x) dx du = 0. 0 --m 
Differentiating with respect to s and then setting s = 1, we obtain 
szm (Ty) (x) y(x) dx = 0 for all y E V. Hence 
$ I_, Ty(x) y(x) dx = 0 
m 
and by Theorem 2.3, the operator y + yTy is the derivative of a local operator. 
Conversely suppose the operator y + y Ty is the derivative of a local operator. 
Then by Theorem 2.3, 
2 J: Ty(x) y(x) dx s 0. 
co 
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This implies that the functional K[y] = srW Ty(x) y(x) dx is a constant func- 
tional; since K[O] = 0, K[y] = 0 f or all y E V. Let t E [0, I]. Replacing y by ty 
we see that 
s 
m T(ty) (x) (ty) (x) dx = 0. 
-92 
If t f 0, this implies jrW T(ty) (2) y(x) dx = 0; if t = 0, then again 
jzm T(ty) (x) y(x) dx = J”zW T(0) (x) y(x) dx = 0. Hence 
’ ss m T(ty) (x)y(x) dx dt = 0 0 -co 
and A( 7’) = 0, so that T E ker A. 
Since A is a projection, we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.2. A local operator T: V ---f V may be represented uniquely as a 
sum Tl + T, where Tl has a potential and the operator y -+ yT,y is the derivative 
of a local operator. 
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